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ABSTRACT
The lack of quality learning materials will automatically affect the effectiveness and success of learning. This study analyses the differences in students' perceptions of the e-module product Mathematics I vector material based on gender differences. This type of research is quantitative research with descriptive statistical analysis techniques and inferential analysis. The research sample amounted to 90 students using simple random. Data analysis was descriptively carried out using normality, homogeneity, and ANOVA tests where the significance was more than or equal to 0.05. The results of the ANOVA test showed that there were differences in perception. Based on gender with a significance value of 0.037 in women and 0.022 in men. Furthermore, in the post hoc test or further test Gabriel showed that in class A and B with a significance of 0.047 for the female gender. Meanwhile, the male gender in class A and C had a significant difference with a significance value of 0.033. Compared to the male gender, women have more dominant differences caused by biological factors where women use their emotions more than men, whose more realistic thinking is better. The use of the Mathematics e-module will significantly assist students in the teaching and learning process to make it easier to understand and seem interesting. Knowing how the differences and diversity of perceptions of the developed e-modules will certainly help educators make teaching materials that are appropriate and able to attract students' interest.

1. INTRODUCTION
Technological developments have brought us to a time where information and innovation can be developed very rapidly and unlimitedly. Advances in technology offer various conveniences for humans to obtain information in a short time (Chiroma et al., 2017; Despeisse & Minshall, 2017; Lopez-Belmonte et al., 2020). The 21st century learning paradigm implies that an educator must use digital technology, appropriate means of communication and/or networks to access, manage, integrate, evaluate and create information to function in learning (Hakak et al., 2019; Khatoon et al., 2021; Leow & Neo, 2014). Education today should be able to improve a person’s ability to be able to adapt to technological advances (Kivunja, 2014; Mortara et al., 2015; Serdyukov, 2017). With the advancement of technology, today’s education must be able to adapt it because now there is an innovation called e-learning (Jamun, 2018; Ananda, 2019; Sabri et al., 2021). One of the things that we have to adjust today is the right teaching materials. Teaching materials
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are usually used and of course needed by educators and students. Teaching material is a material / subject matter that is systematically arranged that is used by teachers and students in learning to achieve the expected goals (Kurniawati et al., 2017; Sugiyanto et al., 2019). Teaching materials are materials, information, tools/media used by lecturers to carry out learning including creating an atmosphere that encourages students to learn (Arifin & Lestari, 2020; Dewi et al., 2018). Lack of quality in teaching materials will automatically affect the effectiveness and success in learning (Fitria & Idriyeni, 2017; Suzuki et al., 2020). Therefore, educators need teaching materials that are flexible, complete, and include material in a simple manner and in accordance with the technological era, one of the teaching materials that can meet these expectations is with e-modules.

**E-module** is a module with an electronic format that is run by a computer. E-module is a product of digital-based non-printed teaching materials that can display text, images, animations, and videos through electronic devices such as computers or smartphones (Astalini, Darmaji, et al., 2019; Nisa et al., 2020; Serevina et al., 2018). E-module is also a learning resource that contains materials, methods, limitations and evaluation methods that are systematic and attractive for students designed to achieve competencies that are in accordance with the curriculum electronically (Mazidah et al., 2020; Rahayu & Sukardi, 2020; Sitorus et al., 2019). According to research from several experts (Astalini et al., 2019; Rahayu & Sukardi, 2020; Mulyadi et al., 2020). The use of e-modules can increase the effectiveness of student learning in understanding the material. The ability of students to understand the material is of course the main focus in making e-modules, one of which is if the material is difficult and abstract like physics. Physics is a science that can hone students’ understanding of a concept. Physics is a branch of science whose object of study consists of the complexity of the relationship between phenomena which ultimately becomes a concept or theory (Astalini, Kurniawan, et al., 2019; Huseby & Bungum, 2019). Problem solving in physics is very important and fairly difficult and less attractive to students (Manurung & Panggabean, 2020; Rosidah et al., 2018). Characteristics in studying physics is the science in which the concepts, principles, and laws are studied (Hartini & Martin, 2020; Shishigu et al., 2018). Physics itself has many branches of science which if studied further will be very beneficial for human life, its application is also very important in future technological developments.

Mathematical physics is a branch of the study of physics that discusses in a structured and systematic way about quantum theory analytically by using mathematical equations (Rohaeti et al., 2019; Serbin et al., 2020). Topics covered are related to advanced courses such as mechanics, modern physics, etc. Which contains an overview of the problem and how to solve it (Saputri, Fadliah, & Wahyudi, 2016; Cape, 2018; Bustami, Ngadimin, & Farhan, 2020). Mathematical physics aims to make students have the ability to formulate various physical processes into mathematical statements and be able to solve them analytically, quantitatively, and predictively based on the reasoning model formulated (Gunada et al., 2017; Jonuarti & Syakbaniah, 2015; FH Nasution, 2017). Many students have difficulty getting satisfactory results, most of them think that the learning media are quite few and also still in foreign languages. By looking at the need for an interactive and communicative media for students, it is necessary to have a product in the form of an electronic module that is integrated with students’ perceptions and attitudes towards the course (Pathoni, Jufrida, Saputri, & Sari, 2017; Jazuli, Azizah, & Meita, 2018; Darmaji, Astalini, & Kurniawan, 2019).

Perception is a person’s perspective through the process of the five senses to achieve awareness and requires certain items to understand information (Sickle, 2016; Qiong, 2017; Yunita & Maisarah, 2020). We often find that one’s perception of the product is intended to see the quality of the product to be used as a learning resource or not (Darmaji, Astalini, et al., 2019; Hadaya et al., 2018; Serevina et al., 2018; Sofyan et al., 2019). This perception is carried out to find out how students view the mathematics physics e-module on vector material using Flip PD Professional software. Flip PD Professional is an e-book maker software in the form of a flipbook that utilizes various media such as audio, video, and flash (Komikesari et al., 2020; Seruni et al., 2019; Sriwahyuni et al., 2019). This perception will also look at perceptions based on gender differences in each class. Gender itself is a social category that refers to an individual’s gender identity, which is divided into women and men (Perry et al., 2019; Sullivan, 2020). In their own perception, gender differences are differences in characteristics, traits, and ways of thinking between men and women (Desiningrum, 2015; Anggoro, 2016; Rizkiyah, Susanto, & Nugroho, 2016). Women’s way of thinking is clearer and their emotions are more visible than men who use their reasoning or are realistic (Hamama et al., 2019; Dilla, Hidayat, & Rohaeti, 2018; Darsini, Fahrruzo, & Cahyono, 2019). Differences in the way of thinking between women and men in the use of e-module media can affect student learning outcomes.

This research was conducted as a complement to previous research about students’ perceptions of learning e-modules in the Core Atomic Physics course with the result that students have a good perception of the e-module products made (Pathoni, Jufrida, Saputri, et al., 2017). Then other research, regarding the e-module of the Kinetic Theory of Gas based on 3D Pagelflip Professional with the result that students tend to have a good perception of the e-module that is compatible with physics learning materials (Putri et al., 2020).
2020). And the last one is in the research about the development of e-module-based Basic Physics I teaching materials with the result that the products developed are suitable for use so that students are able to study independently (Ramadan et al., 2020). Based on several studies that have been presented above, no research has been found related to the study of student perceptions of e-modules in the Mathematics Physics course, and there is no perception assessment by considering gender differences among students. This is because the difference in human sex is important to be involved in the comparison of the two perceptions of the object to be perceived (Çera et al., 2018; Gazzola et al., 2020; näl et al., 2018). Therefore, to complement the shortcomings of previous research, the researcher wishes to conduct research by examining student perceptions of the Mathematics Physics e-module by considering the differences in student gender. Given the importance of knowing students’ perceptions of e-modules, the researchers conducted this study which aims to examine the differences in student perceptions of Regular A, B, and C classes on the Mathematics Physics e-module on vector material based on student gender differences.

2. METHODS

This study uses a quantitative research approach. Quantitative research focuses on objectivity and is especially suitable when it is possible to collect measures of variables and measurable conclusions from a sample of a population (Antwi & Hamza, 2015; Fugard & Potts, 2015; Mohajan, 2018; Queiros et al., 2017). Quantitative methods are commonly used to analyze data such as questionnaires (Alshenqeeti, 2014; Apuke, 2017; Choy, 2014). Quantitative research is conducted to investigate causal hypotheses that can be manipulated by comparing one or more groups with one comparison group (Appelbaum et al., 2018; Korstjens & Moser, 2017). This study aims to see the differences in students’ perceptions of e-modules in class A, B and C, and also aims to see the differences in students’ perceptions of e-modules based on gender in classes A, B and C. The population in this study were students of physics education class of 2019 Jambi University. The whole of all the facts studied is called the population (Asiamah, Mensah, & Oteng-Abayie, 2017; Nasution, 2017; Jaya, 2019). The sample used in this study were all students of physics education with a total of 90 people consisting of 30 people for class A, 30 people for class B and 30 people for class C. In sampling there are many types of methods that can be used. A sample including individuals from the target group who have had unexplained experiences can also increase the power of information (Gronholm et al., 2017; Malterud et al., 2015; Soto & John, 2017). The sample used in this study was obtained using a simple random sampling technique. Simple random sampling is the simplest and most commonly used method where every member of the population has an equal chance of being selected as a subject and producing optimal data (Biklan & Bala, 2017; Pal et al., 2018; Sharma, 2017).

The data in this study were obtained from quantitative data using a questionnaire. Data collection is done by distributing questionnaires or questionnaires via Google Form to students and then filling in the statements that have been given. Questionnaires are a useful method for easily collecting data from participants in a study using a rating scale (Cagetti et al., 2020; Maharani et al., 2020; Owusu-Fordjour et al., 2020; Woerkom et al., 2016). The questionnaire used in this study was made using a Likert scale. Likert scale which is a scale to measure perceptions related to statements that focus on a person's attitude towards something (Joshi et al., 2015; Willits et al., 2016; Wu & Leung, 2017). The grid of data collection instruments used in this study can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Grid of Student Perception Questionnaire Instruments

| E-Module Display | Text clarity
| Multimedia size fit
| Clarity of color and shape
| Multimedia display quality is good
| The multimedia presented is interesting
| Presentation of Material in E-Modules | Easy to understand material
| The order of the material is clear
| The sentences used are simple and easy to understand
| The language used is communicative
| The suitability of the example with the material
| Multimedia compatibility with the material
| Benefits of E-Modules | Ease of use of the module
| Media can help students understand the material
| Interest in using mod mod
| Increased learning motivation
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Research questionnaires given to students have different scores, namely Very Good (SB) = 4, Good (B) = 3, Not Good (TB) = 2, and Very Not Good (STB) = 1. The data analysis technique in this study used descriptive statistical analysis and inferential analysis. Descriptive statistical analysis was carried out by statistical calculations which included mean, median, mode, maximum value, minimum value and standard deviation. Analytical statistical analysis was carried out using a different test, namely the ANOVA test. ANOVA test is used if the data is normally distributed and homogeneous. Homogeneity test is to find out whether the variance of the data population is the same or not. After the homogeneity test has been fulfilled and the data is known to be normal, the researcher can then perform a direct ANOVA test without having to test the linearity assumption. ANOVA test is a form of hypothesis testing to draw conclusions based on data where the hypothesis H0 has the same variance and has mean expectations.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Results

The data obtained from students in three different classes, namely regular a, regular b, and regular were analyzed using descriptive statistics based on gender. Based on the results of data analysis, regular class A has a good level of perception of the developed e-module. From the table it can also be seen that as many as 9 girls have a very good level of perception and 8 others have a good level of perception of the Mathematics Physics e-module. Meanwhile, for boys, 7 students have very good perception levels and the remaining 6 students have good perceptions of the Vector Material Mathematics Physics e-module. The regular class B has a good level of perception of the developed e-module. The table also shows that as many as 16 girls (80%) have a very good level of perception and 4 people (20%) have a good level of perception of the Mathematics Physics e-module. As for boys, 3 people (30%) have very good perception levels and 7 people (70%) have good perceptions of the Vector Material Mathematics Physics e-module. The regular class C has a good level of perception of the developed e-module. From the table it can be seen that as many as 8 girls (50%) have a very good level of perception and 8 people (50%) have a good level of perception of the Mathematics Physics e-module. As for boys, 10 people (71.42%) had a very good perception level, 4 people (28.57%) had a good level of perception of the Vector Material Mathematics Physics e-module. After the data were analyzed descriptively, the data was then tested for prerequisites, namely the normality test and homogeneity test. The normality test aims to see the normality of the data. From the normality test data for the three classes above, a significance value is greater than 0.05. For girls, the significance of regular classes a, b and c was 0.198, 0.143 and 0.200, while for girls the significance was 0.050, 0.095, and 0.077 respectively. This significance value has met the requirements, which is above 0.05, which means that the data obtained are normally distributed.

Furthermore, the homogeneity test or the test used to see the homogeneity of the data. From the homogeneity test data for the three classes above, a significance value greater than 0.05 was obtained. For girls, the significance of regular classes a, b and c was 0.101, 0.741 and 0.621, while for girls the significance was 0.313, 0.253, and 0.526, respectively. This significance value has met the requirements, namely above 0.05, which means that the data obtained is homogeneous. After completing the prerequisite test, the researcher then tested the hypothesis using the ANOVA test. The results of the ANOVA test output perceptions of regular class students a, b, and c, the significance value is less than 0.05, which means the data is significantly different. For girls, the significance was 0.039 and for boys it was 0.013. This value smaller than 0.05 indicates that the perception data of both girls and boys are different from each other. After the ANOVA test was carried out to see whether or not there were differences in the class, it could also be seen which class had different perceptions by means of an advanced test or post hoc test. The post hoc test is a further test after it is known that there are differences in the ANOVA test. Based on data analysis, shows that almost all classes have significant differences in the female gender. But those who qualify with sig > 0.05 are class A and class B with a significance of 0.047 while for other classes there is no significant difference. So it can be concluded that classes A and B have very significant differences in the female gender. Meanwhile, when viewed from the male gender, only classes A and C have a significant difference with a significance value of 0.33. This means that there is a significant difference in classes A and C, while other classes do not.

Discussion

Perception is how someone perceives something consciously. In this study, researchers will see how the perceptions of students in grades A, B and C are, and how the differences in perceptions of the two classes are if they are grouped again by gender. The data from the perception itself was obtained from a questionnaire that had been distributed to active students of physics education at Jambi University batch 2019 via Google Form.
In this study, the researcher added a gender variable as a separation of student perceptions. In some studies gender is also a factor that affects one’s perception, girls tend to follow the majority of classes and are more competitive in choosing something while boys are more likely to prioritize personal concepts (Çera et al., 2018; Ogungbamila & Bola Udègbe, 2014; Samuelsson & Samuelsson, 2016; Rizkiyah, Susanto, & Nugroho, 2016). In their own perception, gender differences are differences in characteristics, traits, and ways of thinking between men and women (Desiningrum, 2015; Anggoro, 2016; Rizkiyah, Susanto, & Nugroho, 2016).

We can see in class A of 30 students 9 female students (52.94%) have very good perceptions and 8 other female students (47.05 %) has a good perception. For male students themselves in class A, 7 students (53.84%) had a very good perception, and the remaining 6 students (46.15%) had a good perception. Then in class B there are still 30 students for female students, almost entirely with 16 students (80%) having very good perceptions with the remaining 4 students (20%) having very good perceptions. As for the male students themselves, about 30 students (30%) had very good perceptions and the remaining 7 students (70%) had good perceptions. The last one in class C with the same number of students is 30 students, many of which are female students who have very good and good perceptions, the total is the same, namely 8 students each (50%). For male students themselves, there were 10 students (71.42%) who had very good perceptions, and 4 other students (28.57%) had good perceptions.

After finishing describing the data by statistical analysis, the researcher continued to analyze the data by inderentility. Before testing the previous hypothesis, the researcher must do a prerequisite test. Prerequisite test is carried out using normality test and homogeneity test (Nurvianti & Syarkowi, 2018; Kurniawan et al., 2019; Suprianto et al., 2019). Normality test is carried out to test whether a series of observations comes from a fully defined continuous distribution or the data is normally distributed (Das & Imon, 2016; Filion, 2015; Kwak & Park, 2019; Lilliefor, 2017). To test for normality, it can be done using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov condition that if the significance value is > 0.05 then the data can be said to be normally distributed. Homogeneity test was conducted to see whether the data was homogeneous or not, if the value of Sig. greater than = 0.05, then it shows that H0 is acceptable so it can be concluded that the data variance is homogeneous (Fuaud et al., 2017; Laurens et al., 2018; Tekedere & Góker, 2016). Based on the results of table 6, the significance value for male students is 0.198 (Regular A class 2019), 0.143 (Regular class B), and 0.200 (Regular C class), then for female students it is 0.050 (Regular A class), 0.095 (Regular class A), 0.81 (Regular class B), and 0.77 (Regular C class) these results have met the requirements, which are greater than 0.05 so that the data obtained can be said to be normally distributed. Then the researchers conducted the next test, namely the homogeneous test, based on the results of table 7, the significance value for male students was 0.101 (Regular A class 2019), 0.741 (Regular class B), and 0.621 (Regular C class), then for female students it was 0.313 (Regular class A), 0.253 (Regular class B), and 0.0.

After the prerequisite test was met, the researcher continued by conducting the ANOVA test and the post hoc follow-up test to see more detailed differences between the three classes in the perception data. It is obtained a significance value of 0.039 for the perception of female female students and 0.013 for male students, in this ANOVA test the data is said to have an average difference if the test results are smaller than 0.05 in the results we get indicating an average difference in each gender. From the previous explanation, gender differences have a great influence on a person’s perception, with the factors described that influence the differences in perceptions, especially the different mindsets and perspectives between the two. So there needs to be a deeper analysis so that it can be a correction in the products in the form of e-modules that we offer. Based on data analysis, that almost all classes have significant differences in the female gender. But those who qualify with sig > 0.05 are class A and class B with a significance of 0.047 while for other classes there is no significant difference. So it can be concluded that classes A and B have very significant differences in the female gender. Meanwhile, when viewed from the male gender, only classes A and C have a significant difference with a significance value of 0.33. This means that there is a significant difference in classes A and C, while other classes do not.

The module, which was originally a print learning media, was transformed into an electronic form, giving birth to a new term, namely electronic module or what is known as e module. (From & Nash, 2019; Solikin, 2018; Winatha et al., 2018). This happened as technology developed where everything began to shift from print to online form, or in electronic form. At the university level, things like this are no longer used by some educators as a companion to the main teaching materials that are more concise and easy to understand. With a good e-module assessment, it is hoped that in the future this e-module will help students understand Mathematics Physics learning (Pathoni, Jufrida, Sabutra, & Sari, 2017; Jazuli, Azizah, & Meita, 2018; Darmaji, Astalini, & Kurniawan, 2019). In addition, products that use Indonesian and make it simpler and easier to understand are expected to make students free in interpreting learning without worrying about misunderstandings in delivering or discussing material. In the long term, this e-module is believed to
be able to improve the pedagogic abilities of Physics education students as future teacher candidates who are certainly required to have critical analytical and calculation skills.

Pedagogic ability is a person’s ability to teach which includes various aspects related to educating science, basic teaching skills and classroom management so that learning activities can run effectively to achieve educational goals. (Alekhina et al., 2020; Indriani, 2016; Todd, 2014). To be able to improve pedagogic abilities, good and flexible learning media are needed, one of which is utilizing technological advances, namely in this study the e-module of Mathematics Physics I vector material. For educators themselves, perception research like this is very useful in improving the quality of an educator in mastering the material and sharing knowledge with the students he teaches so that they can become professional educators. (Mashuri, 2017; Widyastuti, Widiyaningrum, & Lisdiana, 2017; Lewis & Holloway, 2019). By getting good perceptions from students of the e-module product being tested, it can be said that this research also helps educators, especially lecturers in Mathematics Physics I, in seeing what kind of learning students like. This means that if students already like learning, good learning outcomes will follow. Then from the side of the Mathematics Physics course itself, e-modules that get good perception results will certainly help lecturers add complementary learning resources that are easy to understand and simple. So it is hoped that further research may be able to examine how students’ perceptions are associated with high-level student thinking skills or student attitudes in studying Mathematical Physics using technological advances, namely e-modules, so that it will produce great benefits for students.

In previous research by experts, The student perception variable was used to increase the effectiveness of learning in the classroom and did not examine the relationship between the perceptions of first graders and other classes (Asrial et al., 2020; Darmaji, Kurniawan, et al., 2019; Serevina et al., 2018). As for other research have differences in the teaching materials used as the contents of the e-module, namely in this study using learning materials in the Core Physics course (Pathoni et al., 2017). Further research using teaching materials in the e-module is gas kinetic theory material using 3D Pageflip Professional (Putri et al., 2020). The last is the research on perception itself only looks at the perceptions of material and media experts without considering students’ perspectives by reviewing gender differences (Ramadan et al., 2020). Previous research also only focused on students’ perceptions of one class, while the research that the researcher did used more data. However, the research conducted has a weakness where the researcher does not explain specifically the product that is the object of student perception. In addition, the data processed is only limited to measuring the relationship between students’ perceptions in the three classes and does not use other variables. Therefore, the researcher suggests that further research is expected to add variables such as students’ higher-order thinking skills or students’ attitudes towards the developed e-module so that it does not only measure the relationship but the influence between variables.

The use of the Mathematics Physics e-module will greatly help students in the teaching and learning process to be easier to understand and seem interesting. By knowing how different and diverse student perceptions of the developed e-modules are, it will certainly help educators in making teaching materials that are suitable and able to attract students' interest. With a good response to the Mathematics Physics e-module product, it can certainly help students in independent learning and of course make it easier for students to understand various concepts and solve physics problems mathematically so that it will improve the quality of student learning outcomes and in the future will be able to apply their knowledge well as future educators. This study has limitations because this study only discusses students’ perceptions of the Mathematics Physics E-Module in terms of gender and does not yet know whether the Mathematics Physics E-Module will impact learning outcomes. The results of this study are expected to provide benefits for educators to identify students’ perceptions of e-modules or learning media used to improve the quality of learning at a university and the elementary, junior high, and high school levels. The results of this study can be used as a source and reference for further research by providing innovations so that they positively impact the progress of the teaching and learning process in educational institutions.

4. CONCLUSION

A person’s perception can be influenced by several factors, one of which is gender. Gender itself dramatically influences the way decisions are made and affects a person’s perspective. Based on research, there are differences between the sexes of men and women. Women express their opinions and perceptions of products in the form of e-modules on Vector Physics Mathematics. It is influenced by the way men think, which tends to be logical and conceptualized. The gender differences that are reviewed affect students’ perceptions of the Vector e-module for Mathematics and Physics Materials.
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